How scientific is Chinese language?

余字于卤域隅寓
余喻欲欲欲语语语
余愚愚与舆洳玉盂与鱼娱
鸳与鹦鹉鱼娱雨浴于玉盂
余预渝裕羽羽与郁芽予盱育撇

Pinyin for every single word of the above verse is YU [ι - ν ι]

Comments welcome!
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How scientific is Chinese language?

余工于域隅寓
余喻欲愈誉语愉
余愚迂与与卤玉孟与鱼娱
鹭与鹦鹉鱼娱雨浴于玉孟
余预渝裕御羽与郁芋予呼育汝

Pinyin for every single word of the above verse is YU [υ œ u]

Comments welcome!

ppw@ee.duke.edu